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From programmes to preferences



Why studying texts

Analyses of many forms of political competition, from 

a wide range of theoretical perspectives, require 

systematic information on the policy positions of the 

key political actors

This information can be derived from a number of 

sources, including mass, elite, and expert surveys 

either of the actors themselves or of others who 

observe them, as well as analyses of behavior in 

strategic settings, such as legislative roll-call voting



Why studying texts

All of these methods present serious methodological 

and practical problems.

Methodological problems with roll-call analysis and 

expert surveys concern the direction of causality-

"data“ on policy positions collected using these 

techniques are arguably more a product of the 

political processes under investigation than 

causally prior to them. 

Meanwhile, even avid devotees of survey techniques 

cannot rewind history to conduct new surveys in the 

past. This vastly restricts the range of cases for which 

survey methods can be used to estimate the policy 

positions of key political actors.



Why studying texts

An alternative way to locate the policy positions of 

political actors is to analyze the texts they generate.

Political texts are the concrete by-product of 

strategic political activity and have a widely 

recognized potential to reveal important information 

on the policy positions of their authors. 

[e.g. how to get information on the content of the 

Polimetrics course? Ask experts.. Or read the syllabus]

Moreover, they can be analyzed, reanalyzed, and 

reanalyzed again without becoming jaded or 

uncooperative; others can replicate, modify, and 

improve the estimates involved or can produce 

completely new analyses using the same tools. 



Why studying texts

Above all, in a world where vast volumes of text are 

easily, cheaply, and almost instantly available, the 

systematic analysis of political text has the potential 

to be immensely liberating for the researcher.

But how to do that? Hand-coding? Or 

computerized text analysis?

We will discuss both ways…



CMP’s objective

If we want to estimate the policy positions of 

politicians, one of the main sources of information at 

our disposal is political text/speeches (written or 

oral texts)

There are of course many different types of political 

text, but one authoritative source of information about 

the stated electoral policy positions of political parties 

is the official party manifesto



CMP’s objective

It might be argued that in the real world very few 

voters read any party manifesto at all, while almost 

no sane (!!!) voter checks all party manifestoes and 

conducts an in-depth comparative analysis of these, 

basing her voting decision on the results of this 

analysis

Nonetheless the party manifesto is the official 

statement of party policy, to which the party can be 

held accountable – by critics, journalists and expert 

observers of the political scene



CMP’s objective

In this sense, positions outlined in the party manifesto 

can be taken as “official” party policy

Moreover, we can take party manifesto as an 

indicator of the party’s policy preferences at a given 

point in time (i.e., a perfect indicator to estimate 

something that happens AFTER that moment, i.e., the 

kind of cabinet that is going to be formed, its policy 

program, etc.)



CMP’s objective

The longstanding Comparative Manifestos Project 

(CMP) (https://manifestoproject.wzb.eu/ ) has 

conducted a systematic analysis of party manifestos 

over a long period of time, using trained human 

readers to code, into a predefined 56-category 

coding scheme (57 if we include the “uncoded” 

category), every sentence of every manifesto 

investigated

https://manifestoproject.wzb.eu/


CMP’s objective

Coverage extends to almost every party manifesto 

issued at every democratic election since World 

War 2

This has generated a time series of the electoral party 

policy positions that spans the post-war era for most 

parties in most democratic states (OECD 

members, Central and Eastern Europe and Latin 

America and South-East Asia)



Two-step process

1. Unitising − cutting text in quasi-sentence 

The coding unit is a quasi-sentence, that           

contains exactly one statement

e.g.: “We need to address our close ties with our 

neighbours  / as well as the unique challenges facing small 

business owner in this of economic hardship”



Two-step process

2. Coding − find the right code for a quasi- sentence                                                                 

Attribute to each coding-unit one, and only one, category 

CMP developed a category system composed of 56 

categories, grouped in 7 policy areas, designed to be 

comparable between parties, countries, elections and 

across time

Since 2015 some changes to the categories have been 

implemented: https://manifesto-

project.wzb.eu/down/papers/Evolution_of_the_Manifesto_C

oding_Instructions_and_the_Category_Scheme.pdf





Two-step process

e.g.: ″We need to address our close ties with our neighbours  
(107) / as well as the unique challenges facing small business 
owner in this of economic hardship (402)″

However, there can be ambiguity in interpretation/focus: 

″We need to address our close ties with our neighbours” is about 
foreign policy(107) or economy(407,“Protectionism Negative”)?

e.g. TTIP – FPÖ (anti-EU or anti-market)?

And ambiguity in the categories. E.g. “Peace” (106) and “Military 
Negative” (105) very similar to each other;

Some categories are missing, e.g. “Law and Order” negative; 
“Social Harmony” has no reverse category; …



Two-step process

Note that the number you find in the CMP dataset in 

correspondence to each category is not the ‘raw’ 

numbers of quasi-sentences coded into each category, 

but the percentage calculated out of the total number of 

references to all categories

For example, if you find the number 3.2 in correspondence 

to the per107 category, this means that 3.2% of all the 

quasi-sentences of that party in that manifesto is 

devoted to discuss the per107 category 

(Internationalism: Positive)

Through this “standardization” it becomes possible to 

directly compare electoral programs irrespective of their 

relative length (short or long)!!!



CMP’s theory

The comprehensive coverage of CMP dataset has 

made it a popular choice within researchers, despite 

the fact that, theoretically, the CMP actual coding 

scheme very explicitly impounds a particular 

“saliency” theory of politics that is relatively far from 

the mainstream of spatial modeling



CMP’s theory

According to this theory, party strategists see electors 

as overwhelmingly favoring one course of action on 

most issues

Hence all party programmes endorse the same 

position, with only minor exceptions (Budge et al: 

2001)

As a result, the CMP data should not be, according to 

the CMP, about party positions on particular policy 

dimensions; these party positions are all very 

explicitly assumed to be the same

Rather, the CMP data are about the party-specific 

saliency weights of different policy dimensions.



CMP’s theory

The good news for those who have used CMP data to 

operationalize theoretical models, assuming that 

these were about party policy positions as opposed 

to saliency weights, is that the CMP did not actually 

use saliency theory when designing its own coding 

scheme for party manifestos: about half of the CMP 

coding categories are explicitly positional and do 

not derive directly from saliency theory!!!



CMP’s theory

Moreover, by reading the actual definitions of the 

remaining CMP coding categories, it quickly becomes 

clear that most of the remaining “saliency” coding 

categories are also explicitly positional rather than 

saliency-driven

Most people, for example, would regard 

“centralization” and “decentralization” as opposite 

ends of the same policy continuum despite the fact 

that they do not have “pro” and “con” attached to their 

labels



CMP’s theory

Or take the first coding category, “anti-imperialism”, 
defined as “negative references to exerting strong 
influence (political, military or commercial) over other 
states; negative references to controlling other states 
as if they were part of an Empire; favourable
mentions of decolonialization …” and so on 

The issue position content in this definition could 
hardly be more explicit 

This coding category is in fact one end of a bipolar 
variable for which the designers of the coding 
scheme have simply predicted that the other end is 
unlikely to be populated because imperialism is not 
very popular these days



CMP’s theory

There is thus actually just one of the 56 coding 

categories in the CMP coding scheme, “economic 

goals”, that does not undermine the assumptions of 

“saliency theory”

In short, the CMP coding scheme is not in practice a 

“pure salience” scheme

It is a positional coding scheme in which many of 

the potential positional categories have been 

censored in advance on the basis of the empirical 

expectations of the scheme’s designers

So we can use CMP data without any problems!!!



CMP’s left-right scale

Manifesto data can be used, and have been used, to 

provide valid and reliable measurements of party 

policy position

You can estimate parties’ positions over several 

policy dimensions 

However, the most used one using CMP data is the 

Left-right scale estimates (Budge et al. 2001)

But how to do that? 

Two different ways (again!): a-priori and a-posteriori



CMP’s left-right scale

A-priori approach:

13 leftist categories vs. 13 rightist categories



CMP’s left-right



CMP’s left-right scale

Left categories are linked with Marxist and progressive 

political analyses of around 1900, and contrast with Right 

topics linked together in opposing analyses broadly 

supporting the existing order and market

These categories are bound together by being essential 

parts of a detailed and intricate analysis of Western 

internal and international relations: i.e., the basis of their 

selection therefore, is not that its constituent policy 

categories go together empirically across the data, but 

that highly influential early modern theorists put them 

together in their political analyses



CMP’s left-right scale

Having said that, these categories tend to empirically co-vary 

in the data-set (according to factor-analysis) as it stands is 

evidence for the continuing relevance of the ideologies, 

and of the scale based on them, to post-war democracies 

Note two things:

1) given that the categories are stressed equally in the 

original arguments, so there are no grounds for weighting 

one category more than the other. They are all equally 

important!!!

2) Estimating the left-right in this a-priori way produces an 

invariant comparative and over time measure



CMP left-right measure: the RILE measure

Each party’s position is measured as the difference 

(in percentages) between the sum of the right-

associated text mentions (R) and the sum of the left-

associated ones (L):

RILE = (R% - L%) 

The final scale ranges from -100 to 100 

This is the official CMP left-right measure! 



CMP left-right measure: the RILE measure

In terms of ‘raw’ numbers of quasi-sentences coded 

into each category (rather than their percentage) 

we can write:

RILE (raw scores) = (R - L) / (R + L + O) = (R - L) / N

Where O are the “other categories”

This measure is based on the difference in counts 

between left and right sentences counts 

normalized by the total number of sentences in 

the manifesto on any issue 

From this definition it is clear that each count in L or R 

has the same marginal effect: 1/N



An application of the RILE measure to UK
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“QUESTION” TIME

Do you know these two famous and brilliant guys? 

(hint: she is not Maryl Streep!)



“QUESTION” TIME

Do you know these two famous and brilliant guys? 

(hint: she is not Maryl Streep!)

Name: Tony “Third Way” Blair Name: Margaret “Iron Lady” Tatcher



“QUESTION” TIME

Do you know these two famous and brilliant guys? 

(hint: she is not Maryl Streep!)

Name: Tony “Third Way” Blair

Party: “New” Labour

Name: Margaret “Iron Lady” Tatcher

Party: Conservative



“QUESTION” TIME

Do you know these two famous and brilliant guys? 

(hint: she is not Maryl Streep!)

Name: Tony “Third Way” Blair

Party: “New” Labour

Blamed for: War on Iraq (which one?)

Name: Margaret “Iron Lady” Tatcher

Party: Conservative

Blamed for: Closing 20 state-owned

coal mines



“QUESTION” TIME

Do you know these two famous and brilliant guys? 

(hint: she is not Maryl Streep!)

Name: Tony “Third Way” Blair

Party: “New” Labour

Blamed for: War on Iraq (which one?)

He said: “We know Saddam had

Weapons of Mass Destruction. We

sold him some of them”

Name: Margaret “Iron Lady” Tatcher

Party: Conservative

Blamed for: Closing 20 state-owned
coal mines

She said: “You turn if you want 
to. The lady's not for turning!”



“QUESTION” TIME

Do you know these two famous and brilliant guys? 

(hint: she is not Maryl Streep!)

QUESTION: Guess when they became party leader?

Name: Tony “Third Way” Blair

Party: “New” Labour

Blamed for: War on Iraq (which one?)

He said: “We know Saddam had

Weapons of Mass Destruction. We

sold him some of them”

Name: Margaret “Iron Lady” Tatcher

Party: Conservative

Blamed for: Closing 20 state-owned
coal mines

She said: “You turn if you want 
to. The lady's not for turning!”



An application of the RILE measure to UK
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An application of the RILE measure to UK
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An application of the RILE measure to UK
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CMP left-right measure: the RILE measure

One possible problem with the RILE measure:

Imagine two situations: 1) a 200-sentence manifesto 

with 100 right sentences and no left sentences; 2) 

the same manifesto with 50 sentences added that 

are neither left nor right (e.g. on the environment) 



CMP left-right measure: the RILE measure

The RILE score would change from (50 - 0) = 50 to its 

RILE score to (40 - 0) = 40 - suggesting that the 

party shifted 20% toward the left

The party is thus scored as less Right-leaning in the 

second election compared to the first even though 

the proportion of left and right sentences, the raw 

material for expressing a position, have not 

changed

It has moved towards the Centre by virtue of devoting 

more attention to topics that are not purely Left or 

Right!!!

For the RILE scale, this means that counts of the 

categories not in the scale still affect estimated 

party positions!!!



CMP left-right measure: the RILE measure

Underlying assumption: if an issue becomes less 

important then a party will devote fewer sentences 

to it!!!

This can be justified on the grounds that programmes

are not just a compilation of discrete policy stands 

but an integrated and complete statement all of 

whose constituent parts have been carefully 

considered in relation to each other by programme

committees and party conventions and approved 

as a whole by the latter


